Moving “JODI Gas” Forward

Let’s not wait 10 years
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Learning from JODI oil
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- Guidance
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Roles of partners – how make permanent

- Raise awareness - Make it needed and wanted
- IEF – develop and publish gas Jodi data (even if Beta version) - seek users views/inputs

- Organisations – promote participation, but also promote use
- Countries – participate, discuss methods, be open re methods and use
- Industry – cooperate with countries collecting data, use and help improve

- All to understand and promote data quality issues – timely vs. most accurate
• Engage with users (what do they want)
  - This conference
  - IEF and organisations websites, Newsletters, etc

• Promote country engagement

• Develop Beta website - Promote user feedback

• Work in progress – not complete (any of it) but create demand – users drive

• Work to develop training and guidance